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Introduction
MICHAEL COLE AND SYLVIA SCRIBNER

The spider carries out operalions reminiscent of a weaver and the
boxes which bees build in the sky could disgrace the work of many
architects. But even the worst architect differs from the most able bee
from the very outset in that before he builds n box out of boards he
has already constructed it in his head. At the end of the work process
he obtains a result which already existed in his mind before he began
to build. The architect not only changes the form given to him by
nature, within the constraints imposed by nature, he also carries out
a purpose of his own which defines the means and the character of
the activity to which he must subordinate his will.
Karl Marx, Capital

It is precisely the alteration oj nature by men, not nature as such,
which is the most essential and immediate basis of human thought.
Friedrich Engels, Dialectics oj Nature

Educated as a lawyer and philologist, Lev S. Vygotsky had already
made several contributions to literary criticism when he began his
career as a psychologist following the Russian Revolution in 1917. He
was a student in the heyday of WilhcJm Wundt, the founder of experimental psychology, and William Jamcs, the American pragmatist. His
scientific contemporaries ,included Ivan Pavlov, Vladimir Bekhterev,
and John B. Watson, popularizers of stimulus-response theories of
behavior, as well as Wertheimer, Kohler, KoHka, and Lewin, the founders of the Cest~lt psychology movement. The reader might cxp~ct,
then, that Vygotsky's work will prove to be primarily of historical
interest-perhaps as a glimpse of the way in which modern psychology's
founding fathers influenced Soviet psychology in postrevolutionary
Russia. These essays are certainly of intcrest from the perspective of
intel1ectual history, but they are not historical relics. Rather, we offer
them as a contribution to quandaries and discussions in contemporary
psyc1lOlogy.
,
In order to understand how the ideas in this volume can retain their
relevance across the reaches of time and culture that separate us from
Vygotsky, we have repeatedly found ourselves reflecting upon the state
of European psychology which provided the initial setting for Vygotsky's
theories. We have also found it helpful to examine the condition of
psychology and society in postrevolutionaly Russia, since they were the
source of the immediate problems facing Vygotsky as wen as a source
of inspiration as lle and his colleagues sought to develop a Marxist
theory of human intellectual functioning.
1
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NINETEENTH·CENTURY BEGINNINGS
Until the latter half of tIle nineteenth century the study of man's
nature was the province of philosophy. The intellectual descendants of
John Locke in England had developed his empiricist explanation of
mind, which cmphl1si7.ed the origin of ideas from environmentally
p,."dllt·I't! SI·II.o.;:Ilillll,". Till' III:ijllr pl"lIhl(~1II 01' pSY('lilllll~i(,:I1 :Il1aly... is fllr

lhese British empiricists was to ueserjbe the Jaws of associatioll ("y
which Silllpll~ sC'lIsalions eomhillc to produce complex ideas. On the
continent the fulluwers of Immanuel Kant urgucu th'lt ideas of space
:lIld time and cOllcepts of qUilntity, quality, and relation originate in the
human mind :lIul canllot he decomposed inln simplcr clements. Neither
side budged from its armchair. Both of these philosophical traditions
were opemting under the assumption, daUng from the, work of Hene
Descartes, that the seicntific study of mall could apply only to his
physical body. To philosophy was assigned the study of his soul.
While the conflict between these two approaches reilches down to
the present day, in the 1860s the terms of this discussion were changed
irrevocably by the almost simultaneous publication of three books. Most
famous was Darwin's Origin of Species, which argued the essential
continuity of man and other animals. One immediate consequence of
this assertion was an effort by many scholars to establish discontinuities
that Sct human adults olF from (heir lowcr rc1iltives (hoth ontogenctically
alld phylogeneticaJIy). The second book WilS Gustav Fechner's Die
Psyclwphysik, which provided'1 detailed, mathematically sophisticilted
description of the relation between changes in specifiable physical
cvcnts and vcrbalizable "psychic" rcsponses. Fechner claimed no less
than iln objective, qU<lntit.ltive description of the contcnts of the human
mind. The third hook was a. slim volume entitled Reflexes of the Brain,
written by a Moscow physician, I. M. Sechenov. Scchenov, who had
studied with some of Europe's lCilding physiologists, had ..elvanced
undcrstanding of simple sensory-motor reflexes by using techniques that
isolated nerve-muscle preparations from the living organism. Sechenov
was cOl1vinced that the processes 11e observed in the isolated tissue of
frogs were the Silme in principle as those that take place in the central
nervous systems of intact organisms, including humans. If responses of
leg muscles couId be accounted for by processes of inhibition and exci~
tation, might not the same laws apply to the operations of the human
cerebral cortex? Although he Jacked direct evidence for these spcculiltions, Sechenov's ideas suggested the physiological basis for linking
the natural scientific study of animals with the heretofore philosophical

study of humans. The tsar's censor seemed to understand the revolutionary, materialist implications of Sechenov's thesis; he banned publication of the book for as long as he could. When the book appeared, it
bore a dedication to Charles Darwin.
These books by Darwin, Fechner, and Sechenov can be viewed as
essential constituents of psychological thought at the end of the ninelc-I~illh (·(·Illllry. Darwill Iillk('ll anilllals: IIm1 hlllllalls ill 1I Sill~II' ('1111-

eeptual system regulated hy natumllaws; Fechner provided:lll example'
of what a natural Jaw describing: the relationship hetween physical
events ami human mental funcl'ioning might look like; Sechcllov, exlmp· '
olating from muscle twitches in frogs, proposed a physiological theory of
how such mental processes workcid wHhin the normally fllllCliolli llg
individual. None of these authors considered themselves (or were
considered by their contemporaries) to be psychologists. But they pro·
vided the central questions with which the young science of psychology
becilme concerned in the second half of the century: WhO'll ilrc the
relationships between animal and human behavior? Environmciltill
and mental events? Physiological and psychological processes? Various
schools of psychology aH:lcked one or another of these qucstions,
providing partial answers within theoretically limited pcrspectives.
The nrst such school was established by Wilhelm Wundt in 1880..
Wundt took as his task the description of the contents of human consciousness and their relation to external stimulation. His method con·
sisted of analyzing various states of consciousness into their constituent
elements, which he defined as simple sensiltions. On a priori grounds,
he ruled out such sensations as "feelings of awareness" or "pcrception
of relations" as elements of consciousness, considering these phenomena
to be "nothing more than" the by.prodllct of faulty methods of observation (introspection). Indeed, Wlindt propounded the explicit view that
complex mental functions, or as lhey were then knowll, "higher psycho- :
logical processes" (voluntary remembering and deductive reasoning, for
example), could not in principle be studied by experimental psycho]o·
gists. They could only be investigated, he maintained, by historical
studies of cultural products such as folktales, customs, and language.
By the beginning of World War I introspective studies of hum~l1l
conscious processes came under attack from two directions. In the
United States and Russia psychologists discontented with the contro- &rav,Qf\)l
versies surrounding the correct introspective descriptions of sensations,
and with the sterility of the research this position had produced, renounced the study of consciousness in favor of the study of behavior.
Exploiting the potential suggested by Pavlov's study of conditioned
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reflexes (which built upon Sechenov) and Darwin's assertion of the
continuity of man and beast, they opened up many areas of animal and
human hehavior to scientific study. In onc important respect, however,
they agreed with their introspective antagonists: their basic strategy
. was In idelltify lhe simplc huilding blocks of human activity (suhstitutin~ stimulus-response bonds for sensations) and then to specify the
ruil'S hy whieh thcseclclllcnls cOlllhill(~d to produce more COlllp]('X
phenomena. This strategy led to a concentration on processes shared
hy animals amI hllmans all(l, again, lo a lleglN:t of hi~hcr process('sl!lollght, language, ami volitional bchavior. 11le sccond Hnc of alt,\ck
on descriptions of the contents of consciousncss came from a group of
psychologists who objected to the one point UpOIl which Wundt and
the hchaviorists agreed: the <1pproprinteness of analyzing psychological
processes into their h<1sic constituents. This movcment, which came to
bc known as Gestalt psychology, demonstrated that many illt~lIectual
phenomena (Kohler's studies with anthropoid apes were an example)
and perceptual phenomena (Wertheimer's studies of apparent movemcnt
of flickering lights, for cxample) could not be accountcd for in terms of
either the basic elements of consciousness postulated by Wundt or
simple stimulus·response theories of behavior. The Gestalt psychologists
rejected, in principle, the possibility of accoUilting for complex processcs
in terms of simple ones.
Such, in great brevity, was the situation in European psychology
when Vygotsky first ::Ippeared on the scene. The situation was not vcry
different in Russia.

POSTREVOLUTIONARY PSYCHOLOGY IN RUSSIA
In the early decades of the twentieth century psychology in Russia,
as in Europc. was torn between contending schools, each of which
oHered partial explanations of a limited range of phenomena. In 1923 at
the first all-Russian psychoneurological congress K. N. KorniIov initiated
the first major organizational and intellectual shift in psychology following the revolution. At that time the prestigious Institute of Psychology
in Moscow was headed by G. I. Chelpanov, an adherent of Wundt's
introspective psychology and a foe of behaviorism. (He had published
the sixth edition of his book, The Mind of Meln, a critique of materialist
theories of the mind, in 1917, just before the revolution.) Chelpalluv
assigned a restricted role to Marxism in psychology, asserting it could
help explain the social organization of consciousness but not the properties of individual consciousness. In a talk cntitled "Contemporary

Psychology and Marxism" Kornilov criticized Chelpanov both for the
idealistic basis of his psychological theory and for the restricted role he
assigned to Marxism in psychology. Kornilov, who callcd his own approach reactology, sought to subsume all branches of psychology within
a Marxist framcwork that used bchavioral reactions as the basic data.
Komilov's critique of Chelpanov in 1923 won the day. Chelpanov
wus rcmovcd as direclor of the Institute of Psychology and was replaced
by Kornilo~, who immediately brought together a corps of young
sciclllisls dedicat(~d to formulaling and promol ing a Iwhavioral, Marxist
thcory of psychology. Vygotsky must have produced qllil<~ a sensalion
one year later at the second psychoncurologic-.ll meeting when he g:wc
a talk entitled "Consciousness as an Object of the Psychology of Behavior." Whatevcr else one extracted from Kornilov's reactological
approach, it quite clearly did not feature the role of consciousness in
human activity, nor did it accord the concept of consciollsness a role in
psychological science. 1
Vygotsky was dissenting from newly established authority. I-Ie
was 110t, however, promoting a return to the position advocated by
Chelpanov. In his initial speech and a series of subsequcnt publications,
he made it clear that in his view none of the existing schools of psychology provided a firm foundation for establishing a unified theory of
human psychological processes. Borrowing a phrase from his German
contemporaries, he often referred to the "crisis in psychology" and set
himself the task of achieving a synthesis of contcliding views on a
completely new theoretical basis.
For Vygotsky's Gestalt contemporaries, a crisis existed because
established theories (primarily Wundfs and Watsonian behaviorism)
could not, in their view, explain complex perceptual and problemsolving behaviors. For Vygotsky, the crisis went much deeper. He shared
lhe Gestalt psychologists' dissatisfaction with psychological analysis
that began by reducing all phenomena to a set of psychological "atoms."
But he felt that the Gestalt psychologists failed to move beyond the
description of complex phenomena to thc explanation of them. Evcn if
olle were to accept the Gestalt criticisms of previous approaches, '
crisis would still exist because psychology would remain split into two
irreconcilable halves: a "natural science" branch that could explain
cbnentary sensory and reflex processes, and a "mental science" half
lhal' could descrihe emergent properties of higher psychological processes. What Vygotsky sought was a comprehensive approach that
would make possible description and explanation of higher l)sychologicaI
functions in tenus acceptable to natural science. To Vygotsky, explana~
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tion meant a great deal. It included identification of the brain mechan
isms underlying a particular function; it included a detailed explication
of their developmental history to establish the relation between simple
and complex forms of what appeared to be the same behavior; and,
importantly, it included specification of the societal context in which
the behavior developed. Vygotsky's goals were extremely ambitious,
pedlllps 1.1Ilrcnsollubly so. He did not achieve these goals (ns he wns wdl
aware). But he did succeed in providing us with an astute and prescient
:lllalysis of modern psychology.
A major reason for the continued relcvancc of Vygotsky's work is
that in 1924 and the following decade he constructed a penetrating
critiquc of the notion that an understanding of the higher psychological
functions in humans can be found by a multiplication and complication
of principles derived from animal psychology, in particular those prin
cipJt·s that represent the mech:l1lical comhination of stimlllus·l'espollSe
laws. At the same time he provided a dC\'astating critique of thcories
which claim that thc properties of adult intellectual functions arise frOln
maturation alone, or arc in any way preformed in the child and simply
waiting for an opportunity to manifest themselves.
III slressing the social origins of language :\Ild thinking, Vygotsky
was following the lead of influential French sociologists, but to our
knowledge he was the first modem psychologist to suggest the mechan·
isms by whicll culture becomes a part of each, person's nature. Insisting
thnt psychological functions arc a product of the brain's activity, he
became an early advocate of combining experimental cognitive psychol0RY with neurology and physiology. Finally, hy claiming that all of
these should be understood in terms of a Marxist theory of the history of
human society, he laid the foundation for a unified behavioral science.
M

M

MARXIST THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

.V

.M9
L>,

Contrary to the stewotype of Soviet scholars scurrying to make
their theorics conform to the Politburo's most recent interpretation of
Mnrxism, Vygotsky clearly viewcd Marxist thought as a valuable scicn·
tiflc rcsource from very early in his career. "A psychologically relevant
application of dialectical and historical materialism" woulc.l he one
accurate summary of Vygotsky's sociocultural theory of higher mental
processes.
Vygotsky saw in the methods and principles of dialectical materialism a solution to key scientific paradoxes facing his contemporaries. A
central tenet of this method is that all phenomena be studied as processes

in motion and in change. In terms of the subject matter of psychology,
the scientist's task is to recOnstruct the origin and course of development
of behavior and consciousness. Not only does cvery phenomenon have
its history, but this history is characterized by changes both qualitative
(changes in form and structure and basic characteristics) and quantitative. Vygotsky applied this line of reasoning to explain the transfonnafion of elementary psychological processes into complex ones. The
schism bctw~cn natural scicntific studies of elementary processes :l.lId
speculative reflection on cultural forms of behavior might be bridged
by tracing the qualitative changes in behavior occurillg ill the coursc of
development. Thus, when Vygotsky speaks of his approach as "develop.
~entaI," this is not to be confused with a theory of child development.
The developmental method, in Vygotsky's view, is the centrul method
of psychological science.
Marx's theory of society (known as historical materialism) also
played a fundamental role iJl Vygotsky's thinking. According to Marx,
historical changes in society and material life produce changes in
"human nature" (consciousness and behavior). Although this general,
proposition had been echoed by others, Vygotsky was the first to )
. attempt to relate it to concrete psychological questions. In this effort he I
\
creatively elaborated on Engel.s' concept of human labor and tool use
JI- 0
as the means
nature and ' in so doing ' transforms
l-<\.J. -by which man changes
_
_
- ,tr. 00 \ "
himself. In chapters 1 through Ii below, Vygotsky exploits the cotlCcpt of \ ().. ~
J>
a tool in a fashion that finds its direct antecedents in Engels: "The
,':;,~~('~cJ.-'
of
hand-this
the to.ol, and the tool
/
.
human actIVIty, the transfonnmg reactIOn of man on nature;2
the ammal merely uses external nature, and hrings ahout changes in it I
simply by his presence; man, by his changes, makes it serve his ends,
masters it. This is the final, essential distinction between man and other
animals" (p. 291). Vygotsky brilliantly extended this concept of mediation in human-cnvironmcnt interaction to the usc of signs as well as tools.
Like tool systems, sign systems (lanh'Uage, writiJlg, number systems) nre
created by societies over the courseof human history and change with
the form of society and the level of its cultural developmcnt. Vygotsky
believed that the internalization of culturally produced sign systems
hrings 'lbout hehavioral transformations and forms the bridge between
early and later forms of individual development. Thus for Vygotsky,
in the tradition of Marx and Engels, the mechanism of individual
developmental change is rooted in society and culture.
In later chapters (especially chapter 5) Vygotsky generalizes his
conccption of the origin of higher psychological functions in a way that

I

~pee~alization
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reveals the close relationship between their fundamentally mediated
nature and the dialectical, materialist conception of historical change.
Citations of Marxist classics were sometimes uscd to excess by
certain Soviet psychologists as they sought a meanS for building a Marxist psychology from the chaos of competing schools of thought. Yet
in unpublished notes Vygotsky repudiated the "quotation method" of
relating Marxism to psychology and made explicit the way in which he
thought its basic methodological principles might contribute to theorybuiJding in psychology:
I don't want to discover the nature of mind by p~tching together a 101 of
quotations. I want to find out how science has to be built, to approach
the study of the mind having learned the whole of Marx's method.
. . . In order to create such an enabling theory-method in tIle generally
accepted scielltific manner, it is necessary to discover the essence of
the given area of phenomena, the laws according to which they change,
their qualitative and quantitative characteristiCS, their causes. It is
necessary to formulate the categories and concepts that are specifically
relevant to them-in other words, to create one's own Capital.
The whole of Capital is written according to the following method: Marx
analyzes a single liVing "cell" of capitalist society-for example, the
nature of value. Within this cell he discovers the structure of the entire
system and all of its economic institutions. He says that to a layman this
analysis may seem a murky tangle of tiny details. Indeed, there. may be
tiny details, but they are exactly those which are essential to "micro·
anatomy." Anyone who could discover what a "psychological" cell isthe mechanism producing even a single response-would thereby find
the key to psychology as a whole. [from unpublished notebooks]
A cmefuJ reading of this manuscript provides convincing proof of
both Vygotsky's sincerity and the fruitfulness of the framework he
developed.

THE INTElLECTUAL AND SOCIAL SETIING
Developmental and historical approaches to the study of human
nature were not unique to Vygotsky in the Soviet Union in the 1920s.
Within psychology, an older colleague, P. P. Blonsky, had already
adopted the position that an understanding of complex mental functions
requires developmental analysis.' From B10nsky Vygotsky adopted the
notion that "behavior can be understood only as the history of behavior,"
llIonsky was also an early advocate of the view that the technological
activities of people were a key to understanding their psychological
makeup, a view that Vygotsky exploited in great detail.

Vygotsky and many other Soviet theorists of the day werc also
heavily influenced by the work of wcstern European sociologists and
anthropologists, like Thllrnwald and Levy~nl1lhl,~ who were interested
in the history of mental processes as reconstructed from anthropological
evidence of the intellectual activity of primitive peoples. The scant
references in this book arc a pale rcflection of the extent of Vygot...ky's
interest in the development of mental processes understood historically.
This aspect of his work received special attention in a publication
titled Studies in the History of Behavior published jointly with A. n.
Luria in 1930. It served as the impetus for Luria's two expeditiolls to
Ccntral Asia in 1931 and HJ32, the results of which were puhlished
long after Vygotsky's dcath. 1I
This historical emphasis was also popular in Soviet linguistics,
where interest centercd on the prohlem of the origin of language and its
influence 011 the development of thought. Discussions in linguistics dealt
with concepts similar to Vygotsky's and also similar to the work of Sapir
and \Vho1'f, who were then becoming influential in the United States.
While an acquaintance with academic issues of the 1930s is helpful
to understanding Vygotsky's approach to human cognition, a considera·
tion of sociopolitical conditions during this time in the Soviet Union is
essential as well. Vygotsky worked within a society that put a premium
on science and had high hopes for the ability of science to solve the
pressing economic and social problems of the Soviet people. Psycho.
logical theory could not be pursued apart from the practical demands
made on scientists hy the government, and the broad spectrulll of Vygot~
sky's work clearly shows his conccrn with producing a psychology that
would h:we relevance for cdueatioll and mcdical pradicr-. For Vygotsky,
the Heed to carryon theorc!ical work in an applied context posed no
contradiction whatsoev'er. Hc had begun his career as a teacher of litcra~
ture, and many of his early articles had dealt with problems of educa~
tional practice, especially education of the mentally and physicnlly
Ilandicapped. He had been a founder of the Institute of DefectoIogy in
Moscow, with which he was associat(.'d throughout his working life. In
such medical problems as congenital blindness, aphasin, and severe
mental retardation Vygot:'iky saw opportunities both for und{,l"stallding
the mental processes of all people and for establishing progralll~ of
treatment and remediation. Thus, it was consistent with his general
theoretical view that his work should be carried out in a society that
sought the elimination of illiteracy aud the [oundill/-{ of educatiollal
programs to maximize the poklltial of individual childrcn.
Vygotsky's participation itl the dd·mtes surrotJll(ling the fOl"lnulalion
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of a Marxist psychology embroilcd him in fierce disputcs in the late
19205 and early 1930s. In these discussions ideology, psychology, and
policy were intricately intertwined, as different groups vied for the
right to represent psychology. With KorniIoy's ouster from the Institute
of Psychology in 1930, Vygotsky and his students werc for a brief time ill
the ascendancy, but he was never reco~nized as the official leader.
III the years just prior to hili death Vygolsky Il'cLured lind wroh'
extensively on prohlems of education, often using the term "pedol·
ogy," which roughly tmnslatcs as "cducational psychology," In geneml
he was scornful of pedology that emphasized tests of intellectual ability'
patterned after the IQ tests then gaining prominence in western Europe
and the United States. It was his ambition 'to reform pedology along
the lines suggested in chapter 6 in this volume, but his ambition far
exceeded his grasp. Vygotsky was mistakenly accused of advocating
mass psychological testing amI criticized as a "Great Russian chauvinist" for suggesting th..l t non literate peoples (such as those living in
nonindustrialized sections of central Asia) had not yet developed the
intellectual capacities associated with modem civilization. Two years
following his death the Central Committee of the Communist Party
issucd a decree halting all psychological tcsting in the Sovict UIlioll.
At the same time all leading psychological journals ceased publication
for almost twcnty years. A period of intcllcctual fermcnt and expcrimentation was at an end.
But by no means did Vygotsky's ideas die with him. Even before
his death he and his students established a laboratory in Kharkov headed
by A. N. Leontiev (currently Dean of the Psychology Faculty at Moscow University) and latcr by A. V. Zaporozhets (now Director of the
Institute of Preschool Education). Luria completed his medical training in the lattcr half of the 1930s and wcnt on to carry out his worldfamous pioneering work in developmental and neuropsychology. Many
of Vygotsky's fonner students hold leading positions in the Institute
of Defectology and the Institute of Psychology within the Soviet Acadcmy of Pedagogical Scienc('s, ns well as university dcpartmcnts of psychology such as that at Moscow University.
As inspection of any compendium of Soviet psychological research
will show, Vygotsky conlinued and continues to influence research in
a wide variety of basic and applicd ,lfens related to cognitive processes,
their development and dissolution. His ideas have not gonc unchallenged, eV{ln hy his students, but they remain a living part of Soviet
psychological thought.

VYGOTSKY'S USE OF TIlE EXPEHIMENTAL METHOD
Vygotsky's references in the text to experiments conducted in his
laboratory sometimes leave readers with a sense of unease. He presents aJmost no raw data and summaries arc fjllite gelleral. When~ ;Ire
the statistical tests that record whether or not obscrvations reflect
"real" clrccts? What 110 these studies prove? Do they in faet !('ltd all}'
support to Vygotsky's general theories, Or is he, in spite of his disclaimers, conducting psychology in a speculative manner without sub.
jecting his central propositions to empirical test? Those stecpcd ill the
methodology of experimental psychology as practiced in most American
Inboratories may be inclincd to withhold the term "cxperiment" from
Vygotsky's studies and consider them to be little more than interesting
demonstrations or pilot studies. And so, in many respccts, they werc.
We have found it uscfllI to kcep in mind the nature of the manuscripts that nrc the basis of this book. They do not constitute a report of
a series of research studies from which general propositions arc ex.
trap~latcd. Hather, in these writings Vygotsky was cOllccmed with presenting the basic principles of his theory and method. He drew upon the
very limited pool of empirical work available to him in order to iIIwi.
tratc and support these principles. The description of specific studic.'i
is schematic ,md flndings arc oftcll given ns general conclusiolls rather
than as raw data. Some of the studies referred to have been published
in greatcr detail by his students and a fcw are nvaiJablc in· English.1l
~ost studies, however, were conducted by students as pilot investigatIOns and were never prepared for publication. Vygotsky's laboratory
existed for only a decade and his death from tuberculosis was expected
at allY time. The implications of his theory were so many and varicd,
and ti~le was so short, that all energy was concentr~ted on opcning up
ncw hnes of investigation rather than pursuing any particular line to
the fullest. That task remained for Vygol~ky's students <lnd thcir successors, who adopted his vicws in varying ways, incorporating tbcm illto
new Jines of rcscarch. 7 However, the style of experimcntation ill th('~e
essays represents morc than a responsc to the urgcnt conditions in which
they were conducted. Vygotsky's concept of the cxperiment diIfereu
from that of American psychology, and undcrstanding this differcllce is
important for an appreciation of Vygot.'iky's contribution to contemporary cognitive psychology.
As every student of an introductory experimental coursc knows,
the purpose of an experimcnt as convcntionally presented is to dcter-
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this objective: the experimental hypothesis predicts aspects of the StUllUIus materials or task that will determine particular aspects of the response; the experimenter seeks maximum control over, materials, task.
and response ill order to test the prediction, QuantificatlOll of respon~es
provides the basis for comparison across experiments and fo~ draWl~g
inferenccs ahout cause-and-clrect relatiollships. The cxpcnmel~t: 111
short. is designed to produce a certain performance under condItions
that maximizc its intcrprctahility,
1"01' Vygotsky. the object of experimentation is quite dilf~rcnt. The
principles of his basic approach (presented in chapter 5 of tillS, volume)
do not stem from a purely methodological critique of estabhshe~ experimental practices; they Row from his theory of the natur~ of ,hIgher
psychological processes and the task of scientific explanation III psychology, If higher psychological processes arise and undergo changes
in the course of learning and development, psychology will only fully
understand them by determining their origin and mapping their ~istory,
At first si,!!,ht it would appear th,lt sitch ,I t,15k precludcs the expern.ncntal
Illcllu)tl allll requires study of illdivi(hml behavior ov(,r long pCl"lmIs of
time. But Vygotsky believed (and ingeniously demonstrated) that the
expcriment could serve an important role by makin~ visible pr~c~sses
that are ordinarily hidden beneath thc sUlface of habitual bchavlOl, He
wrote that in a properly conceived experiment the investigator could
create pro(;l'SSCS that "tdcscopc the actual course of devclopm~nt of .a
given fUJlction," He called this method of ,investi,galion th~ expenmental.genctic" method, a term he shared with HeIllz Werner, an outstanding contemporary whose developmental, comparative approach
to psychology was well-known to Vygotsky,
To serve as an eITeetive means of studying "the course of dcvel~p
mcnt of proccss," the experiment must provide maximum opportumty
for the subject to engage in a variety of activities that can, be observed.
not J'ust rigidly controlh.:d, One technique Vygotsky effectJvcly used for
. to the ,task
that
this purpose was to introduce obstacIes or d I·ffi cu 1flCS III
•
•
disrupted routinc methods of problem solving, For cxamplc, ,Ill study~
ing children's communication and the function of egocentne s~eech
Vygolsky scI lip a task situation that rcqllircd child,ren to engage Ill, cooperative <lctivity with others who did not share thClr lan~uage (forcl~n
speaking or deaf childrcn), Another metho? was to prov,lde alternatIve
roules 10 prohlem solving, including a v:mcty of ~at~naJs (Vy~otsky
called them "external aids") that could be used JIl <l1Ifcrcnt W.lyS to
satisfy Lhe demands of the task. Dy careful observation of the uses made

of these external aids by children at different ages under different conditions of task difficulty, Vygotsky sought to reconstruct the series of
changes in intellectual operations that normally unfold dllTing the
COurse of the child's biographical development. A third technique WClS to
set a task before the child th'lt exceeded his knowledge and abilities, in
order" to discover the rudimentary beginnings of new skills, This procedure is wen illustrated in studies 011. writing (chapter 7), ill which
young toddlers were provided with pencil and paper and asked to make
representations of events, thus disclosing to the invcstigator the child's
earliest understanding of the nature of graphic symbolism,
With all these procedures the critical data furnished by the expcri.
ment is not performance level as such but the methods by which the performance is achieved, The contrast betwecn conventional cxperimental
work (focusing on performance) and Vygotsky's work (focusing on
process) has its contemporary expression in recent stll(lics on children's
memory by American investigators, Many studies (including a number
of our own) have presented children of various ages with lists of words
to be remembered and have allalyzed such performance measures as
Illllnbcr of words recalled and the order of recall. From thcse indicators
the investigators have sought to make infcrellces about whetllt'r or not,
;wd to what extent, young children engage in organizing activitics as
a memory strategy, On the other hand, John Flavell and his coJIeagues,
using procedures very much like those of Vygotsky's students, provided
children the materials to be remembered, and instructed theJll to do
whatcver they wanted to help thcm rcmember. They thcn observed
children's attempts at classifying the items, the kinds of grouping thcy
made, and other indices of children's tendcncy to use organizational
strategies in remembering, As with Vygotsky, the ccntral questioll is:
What are the children doing? How are they trying to satisfy task
demands?
In this conncction wc would like to clarify a basic concept of
Vygotsky's theoretical approach and expcrimcntal method that we believe has heen widely misinterpreted, In se"eral places in the text Vygotsky, in referring to the structure of behavior, uses a term tllat we have
translated as "mediated," Occasionally this t('rm is accompanied by n 6g.
ure depicting a stimulus, a response, and a "mediating link" "etwecn
Ihem (for example, S-X-R), TIle same term, and virtually the same diagram, were introduced into Amcrican learning theory in the late 1930s
amI hccamc very popular ill the ]9.505 as aHempl.o.; were made to ('xtcnd
stimulus-response theories of learning to complex human behavior,
especially language. It is important to keep in mind that Vygotsky was
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not n stimulus-response learning theorist and did not intend his idea
of mediated behavior to be thought of in this context. What he did
intend to convey by this notion was that in higher forms of human behavior, the individual actively modifies the stimulus situation as a
part of the process of responding to it. It was the entire structure of this
activity which produced the behavior that Vygotsky attempted to denotc by the term "mediating."
Several implications follow from Vygotsky's theoretical approach
and method of experimentation. One is that experimental results will
be qualit•.lfivc as well as quantitativc in nature. Dctailcd descriptions,
hased on careful observation, will constitute an important part of
experimcntal flllllitlgs. To some, such fimlings may .~ccm merely nnce·
dotal; Vygotsky maintained that if carried out objectively and with
scienti6c rigor, such observations have the status of validated fact.
Another consequence of this new approach to experimentation is
to break down some of the barriers that are traditionally erected between "laboratory" and "field:' Experimental interventions and observntions mny often he as well or better executed in play, school, and
clinical settings than in the psychologist's laboratory. The sensitive observations and imaginative interventions reported in this book attest
to Ihis possibility.
Finally, an experimental met1lOd that seeks to trace the history of
the development of psychological functions sits more comfortably than
the classical method alongside other methods in the social sciences COIlcerned. with history-including the history of culture and socicty as
well as the history of the child. To Vygotsky, anthropological and
sociologic<\l studies werc partners with observation nnd experiment in
the grand enterprise of accounting for the progress of human consciousness and intellect.

Biographical Note on
L. S. Vygotsky

Lev Semyonovitch Vygotsky was born November 5, 1896, in the
town of Orsha, northeast of Minsk in Bylorussia. In 1913 he completed
gymnasium in Gomel with a gold medal, In 1917, after graduating from
~oscow University with a specialization in literature, he begnn his
hterary research.

Fr~m 1917 to 1923 Vygotsky taught literature and psychology in a
school ~n Cornel. where he also directed the theater section of the adult
education center and· gave many speeches and lectures on problems
~r literature and science. During this period Vygotsky founded 'th(~
ht,erary journal Verask. Here he published his first literary research, l~ter
reIssued as. The Psychology of Art. He also founded a psychological
laboratory In the Teacher Training Institute, where he gave a course
on psychology, the contents of which were later published in Pedagogical Psychology.
In 1924 Vygotsky moved to Moscow and began to work first at the
Institute of Psychology and then in th~ Institute of Defectology, which
he founded. At the same time he directed a department for the education of physically defective and mentally retarded children in Nar.
compros (Peoples Committee on Education), and taught COurses in the
KrupkaYa Academy of Communist Education, the Second Moscow State
University (later the Moscow St1te Pedagogical Institute), and the
Herlzen Pedagogical Institute in Leningrad. Between 1925 and 1934
~yg~tsky gathered around him a large group of young scientists work.
109, In the ~reas o,f ~sychoIogy, defectology, and mental abnormality.
An mterest In medlcme led Vygotsky simultaneously to undertake medical training, first in the medical institute in Moscow and later in Kharkov,
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where he gave a psychology course in the Ukrainian PsychoncuroJogical Acauemy. Not long before his ucath Vygotsky was invited to head
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the department of psychology in the All-Union Institute of Experimental Medicine. He died of tuberculosis June 11. 1934.

A. R. Luria
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Tool and Symbol in
Child Development

The primary purpose of this book is to characterize the uniquely
human aspects of behavior, and to offer hypotheses about the way these
traits have been fanned in the course of human history and the way
they develop over an individual's lifetime.
This analysis will be concerned with three fundamental issues: (1)
What is the relation between human beings and their environment.
oath physical and social? (2) What new forms of activity were responsible for establishing labor as· the fundamental means of relating humans
to nature and what arc the psychological consequences of these forms
of activity? (3) What is the nature of the relationship between the us.c
of tools and the development of speech? None of these questions has
been fully treated by scholars concerncd with understanding animal
<lnd human psychology.
Karl Stumpf, a prominent German psychologist in the early years of
the twentieth century, based his studies on a set of premises completely
different from those I wiJI emploY,herc. 1 He compared the study of
children to the study of botany, and stressed the botanical character of
development. which he associated with maturation of the whole organism.
The fact is that maturation per so is a secondary factor ill the development of the most complex, unique forms of human behavior. The
development of these behaviors is characterized by complicated, qualitative transformations of one form of behavior into another (or, as
Hegel would phrase it, a transformation of quantity into quality). The
conception of maturation as a passive process cannot adccJw1lely cle. scribe these complex phenomena. Nevertheless, as A. Gesell has aptly
19
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poinled 01\(, ill om :lppro:ldws to development wc coulinuc to use the
botanical analogy in our description of child development (for example,
we say that the early education of children takes place in a "kindergartcn").2 Recently .several psychologists have suggested that this botanical model must be abandoncd.
In l'esponsc to this kind of criticism, modern psychology has
ascended the lndder of scicnce by adopting zoological modc.·ls as the
has is for a new general approach to understanding the development of
ehildl'ell. Onee the captive of botany, child psychology is now IllCSIllerized by zoology. The observations on which these newer models
draw come almost entirely from the animal kingdom, and answers to
questions about children are sought in experiments carried out on
animals. Both the results of cxpcriments with animals and the procedures used to obtain these results are finding their way from the
animal laboratory into the nursery.
This convergence of child mul animal psycholo~y has contributed
Significantly to the sLmly of the hiological basis of humall heh.wior.
Many links between child and animal behavior, particularly in the
study of elemcntary psychological processes, have bcen established. But
a paradox has now emerged. When the botanical model was fashionable,
pSycllOlogists emphasized the unique charactcr of higher psychological
functions and the difficulty of studying them by experimental means.
But this zoological approach to the higher intellectual proccsscs-thosc
processes that are uniquely human-has led psychologists to interpret
the higher intellcctual functions as a direct continuation of corresponding processes in anim.ds. This style of theorizing is particularly apparent
in the analysis of practical intelligence in children, the most important
llspccI of which concerns the child's lise of tools.
PIIACTICAL INTELLIGENCE IN ANIMALS
AND CHILDI\EN
The work of \Volfgang Kiihler is particularly significant in the study
of practical intellige'nce. 3 ] Ie conducted many experiments with apes
during World War I, and nccasi(mally compared some of his ohs('rva·
Hom of chimpan;~ecs' llehavior with particul:u kinds of responses in
children. This direct ;lI1:llogy b"twccli pmctical intelligencc in the child
and similar response hy :lpes bccame the guidin~ principle of experi~
rlll'lllal work ill l}u~ ril·ld.
K. Huhler's rescarch also sought to est;lblish similaritics betwecn
child and apc. 4 Hc stmlied the W'lY in which young childrcn grasp ob-

jects. their ahility to make detoul's while pursuing a goal, and the
manner in which they use primitive tools. "nlese obscrvatiOlls, as well
as his experiment in which a young child is asked to remove a ring from
a Slick, illustrate an approach akin to Kohler's. Buhler interpreted the
manifestations of practical intelligence in children as being of exactly
the same type as those we afe familiar with in chimpanzees. Indeed,
there is a ph'lse in the life of the child that Buhler c.ksignaled tlw
"ehimpanzec age" (1'. 48). One ten-month·old infant whom he studied
was ablc to pull n string to obtain a cookie that was attached to it. The
ability to remove a ring from a post by lifting it rather than trying- to
pun it Sideways did not appear until the middle of tlw second ycar.r.
Although these experiments were interpreted as supporl for thc analogy
between tI,e child and npes, they nlso led Buhlcl" to the important discovery, which will be explicaled in laler sections, that the beginnings
of practic:l1 intelligence in the child (he termcd it "technical thinking"),
as wclI as lhe :lctioll.'~ of the chimpanzee, :lrc independent of speech.
Charlotte Buhler's detailed observations of i"nfallts during tlleir
first year of life gave further support to this conclusion." Shc founc.l the
first manifestations of practical intelIigence took place at the very
young age of six months. However, it is not only tool use that develops
at this point in a child's history but also systematic movement and
pcrception, the brain and hands-in fact, t'he child's entire organism.
Consequently, the child's system of activit'y is determined at each specific
stage both by the child's llegree of organic development and by his or
her degree of masten) in the use of tools.
K. Buhler established the developmentally important principle that
the beginnings of intelligent spceeh are preceded by technical thinking,
and technical thinking comprises the initial phase of cognitive devclopmcnt. His lead in emphasizing the chimpanzee-like features of chilc.lrcn's
behavior has been followed by many others. It is in extrapolating this
idca that the (hlllgcrs of zoological models and analogies hetwccn human
and anima] behaviors find their clearest expression. The pitfalls are
slight in research that focuses on- the preverbal period in thc child's
dcvelopment, as Buhler's did. However, he drew a questionable conclusion from his work with very young children when he stated, "The
achievements of the chimpanzee arc quile independent of language
and in the case of man, even in later life, technical thinking, or thinking in tenns of tools, is far less closely bound up with language and
cOllcnpls than other forms of Ihinking."7
Buhler proceeded from the assumption that thc relationship bctween practical intelligence and speech that characterizes the fen-
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sumed that the child's mind contains all stages of future intellectual
development; they exist in complete form, awaiting the proper moment
to emerge.
Not only were speech and practical intelligence assumed to have
different origins, hut their joint participation in common operations
was considered to be of no basic psychological importance (as in the
work of Shapiro and Gerke). Even when speech ,md the usc of tools
were closely linked in one operatioTl, they were stilI studied as separate
proc('s:ws helonging to two completely differcnt classes of phenomena.
At hest, thcir simultaneous occurrence was conshlercd a COllSeC}U ence
of accidental, external factors.
The students of practical intelligence as well as those who study
speech development often fail to recognize the interweaving of these
two functions. Consequently, the children's adaptive behavior and signusing activity arc treated as parallel phenomena-a view that lcads to
Piaget's concept of "egocentric" speech,t:!: He did not attribute an
important role to speech in the organization of the child's activities,
nor did he stress its communicativc functions, although he was obligcd
to admit its practical importance.
Althoup;h practical intelligence and sign use call operate independently of cach other in young children, the oialecticalullity of these
systcms in the human adult is thc very cssencc of complex hllma~~e
havior. Our analysis accords symbolic activity a specific orgamzmg
function that penctratcs the process of tool use nnd pl'Oduces fundamcntally new forms of lJehavior.

SOCIAL INTERACTION AND THE TRANSFOHMATION
OF PIIACTICAL ACTIVITY
Based on the discussion in the previous section, and illustrated by
experimental work to be describcd latcr, the following conclusion Illay
he madc: the most significant moment in the course of intellectual development, which gilJCS hirlh to the purely human forms of prac/ical
and abstract illtelligence, occurs when speech and practical activily,
tu;o previotlsly completely independent lines of development, converge.
Although children's use of tools during their preverbal period is comparable to that of apes, as soon as speech and the use of signs are
incorporah~(l into any action, the action becomes transfonned and organized along entirely new lines. The specifically human use of tools is
thus realized, going beyond the more limited use of tools possible among
the highcr animals.

Prior to masterillg his own behavior, the child begins to master his
surroundings with the help of speech. This produces new relations with
thc cnvironment in addition to the new organization of behavior itsclf.
The creation of these uniquely human f01ms of behavior later produce
the intellect and become the basis of productive work: the spccifically
human form of the use of tools.
Observations of children in an experimental situation similar to
that of Kc)hler's apcs show that the children nol only act in attempling
to achieve a goal but also speak. As a 11Ilc this speech arises spontaneously and cOIlt'illlles almost without illlClTlIplioll thronghollt the cxperiment. 1t incrcases alld is more pcrsisLenl every time thc situation becomes more complicated and the gonlm,orc difficult to attain. Attcmpts
to block it (as the experiments of my collabomtor R. E. Lcvina have
shown) are either futile or lead the child to "freeze up."
Levina posed practical problems for four- and five~ycal'·old children
such as obtaining a piece of candy from a cupboard. The candy was
placed out of reach so the child could not obtain it dircctly. As the child
got more and more involved in trying to obtain the candy, "egocentric"
speech bcgan to manifcst itself as part of her activc striving. At first
this spccch consisted of a description and analysis of the situation, but
it gradually took on a "pJanful" character, reflecting possiblc paths to
solution of the problem. Finally, it was included as part of the solution.
For example, a four-and-a-half-year~old girl was asked to get candy
from a cupboard with a stool and a stick as possible tools. Levin;t's
description reads as follows: (Sl';llIUS on a stool, quietly looking. feeling
along a shelf with stick.) "On the stooL" (Glances nt cxperimenler. Puts
stick in other hand.) "Is that really the candy?" (Hesitates.) "I can get it
from that other stool, stand and get it." (Gets second stool.) "No, that
doesn't get it. I could usc the stick." (Takcs stick, knocks aUlle candy.)
"'t will move now." (Knocks candy.) "It moved, I couldn't get it with
the stool, bllt the, but the slick worked."1;1
In such circumstances it seems both Batural and. necessary for
children to speak while they act; in OUf rcseareh we have found that
spccch not only accompanies practical activity but also plays a specific I
role in carrying it out. Our experiments demonstmtc two important
facts:
(I) A child's speech is as important as the role of action in attaining
the goal. Children not only speak ahout what they arc doing; their
speech and act-ion arc part of one (lnd the same complex ]Jsyclwlo/!,ical
!rmcHon, directed toward the solutio]} of the problem at hand.
(2) The more complex the action demanded by the situation and
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the less direct its solution, the greater the importance plnyrd by speech
in the operation as a whole. Sometimes speech becomes of such vital
importance that, if Jlot permitted to usc it, young children cannot accomplish the given task.
These observations lead mc to the conclusion that children solve
practiclll tllsks with tlle help 01 their speech, llS well as their eyes and
hands. This unity of pcrccption, speech, and action, which ultimately
produces internalization of the visual field, constitutes the central subject matter for any analysis of the origin of uniquely human fOnTIS of
behavior.
To develop the nrst of these two points, we must ask: What is it that.
really distinguishes the actions of the speaking child from the actions
of an ape when solving practical problems?
The first thing that strikes the experimenter is the incomparably
greater freedom of children's operations, their greater indcpendence
from the structure of the concrete, visual situation. Children, with the
aid of speech, create greater possibilitics than apes can accomplish
through action. One important manifestation of this greater flexibility
is that the child is able to ignore the direct line between actor and goal.
Instead, 11C engages in a number of preliminary acts, using what we
speak of as instrumental, or mediated (indirect), methods. In thc process
of solving a task the child is able to include stimuli that do not lie within
the immediate visual field. Using words (one class of such stimuli) to
create a specillc plan. the child achieves a much broader range of
activity, applying as tools not only those objects that lie near at hand,
lJUt searching for llnd preparing such stimuli lIS can be uselul in the
solution 01 the task, and planning lutl,re actions.
Second, the practical operations of a child who can speak bccomc
mueh less impulsivc and spont:lIlcous than those of thc apc. The ape
typically makes a series of uncontrolled attempts to solve the given
problem. In contrast, the child who uses speech divides the activity into
two consecutive parts. She plans how to solve the problem through
speech and then carries out the prepared solution through overt ac·
tivity. Direct manipulation is replaced by a eomplcx psychological
process through which inner motivation and intentions, postponed in
time, stimulate their Own development and realization. This new kind
p.'iychologicnl.'itrudur(' is ahsent in apes, even in rudimcntary forms.
Finally, it is decisively important that speech not only facilitates the
child's effective manipulalioll of objects but also controls the chilcl's own
l]e1lavior. Thus, with the help of speech children, unlike npes, acquire
the capacity to be both the subjccts and objects of their own behavior.

or

Experimental invcstigation of the egoccntric speech of chiidwl} ellgnged in various l\(.·tivities such as that illnstmted by Levina prouu<.:ctl
the second fact of great importance demonstrated by our experiments:
the r~lative llmount 01 egocentric speech, as measured by Piagel's methods, Increases in relation to the difficulty of the child's task. H On the
basis of these experiments my collaborators and I developed the
hypothesis that children's egocentric speech should he regarded as
the transitional form betwecn external and internal speech. FUJlctionally,
egocentric speech is the basis for inner speech, while ill its extcrnal
form it is embedded in communicative speech.
One wny to increase the prouuction of egocentric spcceh is to
complicate a task in such a way that the child cannot make direct usc of
tools for its solution. When faced with such a challenge, the ehildren"s
emotional use of language increases as well as their eJforts to achieve a
less automatic, more intelligent solution. Thcy search verbally for a
new ~Inn, and their utterances reveal the close connectioll between egocentnc and socialized speech, This is best seen when the experimenter
Icaves the roOm or fails to answer the children's appeals for help. Upon
being deprived of the opportunity to engage in social speech, children
immediately switch over to egocentric speech.
While theinterrelatioll!;hip of these two functions of language is
appnrelll in this setting, it is import:mt to remember that egocentric
speech is linked to children's social speech by many tmnsitional fOnTIs.
The first significant illustration of the link between thcse two language
functions occurs when children nnd that they are unable to solve a problem by themselves. TIley thcn turn to all a(lult, and verbally dcscrihe the
~leth~d th~t they c~nnot carry out by themselves. The greatest change
III clllldrcn s capacity to lISe language as a problem-solving tool takes
place somewhat Jater in their development, when socialized speech
(which has previously heen us(xl to addn·...s ;til adult) i.\' tumed inward.
Instead of appealing to the adult, childrcJI appeal to themselves; language thus takes on an illtrapersonalltlllcfiOIl ill addition to its illter!,crsonal use. When children develop a method of behavior for guidlilg llwlllsc1ves that had preViously bccB used in relation to another
person, when thcy organize their Own activities according to :l social
(orm of hehavior, they succeed in applying a SOcial attitll(lc to them.
sdv(~s, The history of the process of the internalization of social slleech
is abo III(> history of the socializaliolJ or dliltlwn's practical illldll'cL
The relation hctweel1 speech anu action is a uynamic olle in the
C01lrse of children's development. The structural relation can shift even
(luring all experiment. The cmcial change occurs as follows: At an
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early sta.gc speech accompanies the child's ·actions and reflects the
vicissih.Idcs of problem solving in a disrupted and chaotic form. At
a later stage speech moves more and more toward the starting pOint of
the process, so that it comes to precede action. It functions then as an
aid 10 a plan thnt has heen conccivcdhut not yet realized in behavior.
All illlcrl's{ing analogy cnn be found in children's speech while drawing
(5('(' also ehnptcr R). Young childr('11 name their drawings only after
they havc completed. them; they need. to sec them before lhey call uecide
what the)' arc. As childrcn get older they can decide in advance what
they afe going to draw. This displacement of the naming process signifies
n change ill the function of speech. Initially speech follows actions, is
provoked lIy :lIld dominated hy activity. At a latcr stage, how(~ver, when
speech is moved to the starting point of an activity, a Ilew relation between word and action emerges. Now speech guides, determines, and
dominates the course of action; the planning function of speech comes
into heing in addition to the already existing function of language to
reflect the external world. 15
Just as a mold gives shape to a substance, words can shape an
activity into a structure. However, that structure may be clHUlged or
reshaped when children Jearn to use languagc in ways that allow thcm
to go h(>yond previous experiences whcn planning future action. In
contrast to the notion of sudden discovery popularized by Stern, we
envisage verbal, intellectual activity as a series of stages in which the
emotional and communicative functions of speech nre expanded by the
addition of the planning function. As.'I. result the ehild acquires the ability to engnge in complex operations extending over time.
Unlike the ape, wllich Kohler tells us is "the slave of its own visual
field," children acquire an independence with respect to their concrete
surroundings; tlu>y cease to act in thc immedintcly given and evident
space. Once ehil<lrell learn how to usc the planning function of thcir
languagc effectively, their psychological field changes radically. A
view of the futurc is now an integral part of their approaches to their
surroundings. In suhsequent chapters, I will describe the developmental
course of some of these central psychological functions in greater detniJ.
To summarizc what has hecn said thus far in this section; Thc
specifically human capncity for language enahles children to provide·
for auxiJinrv tools in the solution of difficult tasks, to overcome impulsivc
action, to ~l;:.. n n solution to a problem prior to its execution, and to
master their own hchavior. Signs and words serve children first and
foremost as a n1<'ans of social contact with other people. The cognitive
and communicative functions of Iangunge th~n become the hasis of a

new and superior form of activity ill children, distinguisllillg them from
animals.
The changC'.$ I have described do not occur ill a olle-dimensional,
cvcn fashion. Our research has shoWIl that vcry small children solve
problems using unique mixlures of processes. Tn contrnsl with adults,
who read differently to ohjccl.'i nnd to people, young chiltlrell aJ"(~ likely
to fuse action and slwech when responding to both Ohjl'ds anti social
beings. This fwdull of activily is 1I1l:L!agous (0 sYllcrclislIl ill pcrc('plioll,
which has been described hy many devc10puwlltal psychologists.
The unevenness I am speaking of is seen quite clearly ill a situation
where sm;dJ ",hildrcn, when tlnahle to solve the tnsk hefore lhem ca,"ily,
eomhine dimct altcmpt.. 10 ohtain tIle th'sin'd elld wilh a r('liall(,(~ UpOIl
(,lIlotional speech. At tillies Spt'('ch (·xpn·ss(·s lhe childreu's 1I('sin's, while
nt other times it serves as n substitute for actually achieving the goal.
The child may attempt to solve the task throu~h verbal' formulations
(Im[ by nppenls to the experimenter for help. This mixtme of diverse
forms of activity was at first bewildering; hut further observations drew
our attention to a sequence of actions that clarify the meaning of the
children's behnvior in snch circulllstances. I'or examplc, nfter eompldin~
a number of intelligent <lnd interrelated actions that should help him
solve a pnrlieular prohlem sllccessfully, the child suddenly, 11])On
meeting a difficulty, ceases all attt'mpts and lurns for help to the npcrimcntc!". Any obstacle to the child's eITorts at solving the problem may
interrupt his activity. The child's verbal appeal to another person is an
C'lfort to fill the hiatus his activity has revealed. By asking a question, the
child indicates that he has, in fact, formulated a plan to solve the task
he fore him, but is unable to pelform all the Jl(>cessary operations.
Through repeated experiences of this type, children Jearn covertly
(1IlC'lllnny) to plan their activities. At the same time they enlist the assist:\llC(~ of another person in accordance with the requirements of thc
prohlem posed for them. The child's ability to control another person's
behavior becomes a necessary part of thc child's practicnl activity.
Initially this problem solving in conjunction with another person is
not differentiated with respect to the roles played by the child and his
helper; it is a general, syncretic whole. We have more than once obst'rved that in the course of solVing a task, children get confused hecause
they hegin to merge the logic of what they are doing with the logic of
the same problem as it has to be solved with the cooperation of another
p('rson. Sometimes syncretic action manifests itself when children rcalize
the hopelessness of their direct eHorts to solve a problem. As in the
cXiunpIc from Levina's work, children address the objects of their at ten-
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tion cqually with words and sticks, dcmonstrating thc fUlld:Ullcntal and
inseparable tie between speech and action in the child's activity; this
unity becomes particularly clear when compared with thc separation of
these processes in adults.
In summary, children confronted with a problem that is slightly too
complicated for them exhibit a complex variety of responses including
direct attempts at attaining the goal, the use of tools, speech directed
toward the person conducting the experiment or speech that simply
accompanies the action, and direct, verbal appeals to the object of
attention itself.
If analyzed dynamically, this alloy of speech and action has <\ very
speci6e function in the history of the child's development; it also demon·
strates the logic of its own genesis. From the very first days of the child's
development his activities acquire a meaning of their own in <1 system of
social behavior and, being directed towards a definite purpose, are refracted through the prism of the child's environment. The path from
object to child and from child to object passes through another person.
This complex human structure is the product of a developmental process
deeply rooted in the links between individual and social history.

The Develop11'wnt of
Perception and Attention

The linkage betweell tool usc and speech affects scvef:ll psychological functions, in particular perception, sensory·motor operations,
and attention, each of which is part of a dynamic system of behavior.
Experimental-developmental research indicates that the connections
and relations among functions constitute systems that change as radically
in the course of a child's development as do the individual functions
themselves. Considering each function in turn, I will examine how
speech introduces qualitative changes in both its form and its relation to
otller functions.
Kohler's work emphasized the importance of the structure of the
visual field in organizing the ape's practical behavior. The entire process
of problem solving is essentially determined by perception. In this
re..~pect Kohler had ample grounds for believing that these animals are
bound by their sensory field to a much greater extent than adult humans.
They are incapable of modifying their sensory field by means of voluntary effort. Indeed, it would probably be useful to view as a general law
the depend'ence of all natural forms ·of perception on the structure of
the sensory field.
However, a child's perception, because it is human, docs not develop
as a direct continuation and flllther perfection of the forms of animal
perception, not even of those animals that stand ncarest to humankind.
Experiments conducted to clarify this problem led us to tliscover some
hasic laws that characterize the higher human forms of perception.
The first set of experiments concerned dcvelopmcntal stages of
picture perception in children. Similar experiments descrihing specific
aspects of young childrell's pcrccption and it's dcpcmlcllcc onlligher
31

4
Internalization of Higher
Psychological Functions

When comparing the principles regulating unconditioned and COil·
ditiolled rdlcxcs, P:lVlnv uses Ihe example of a telephone call. One possibilit}' is for the Cill! to conn('ct two points directly via II special line. This
corresponds to an Ullconditioned reflex. The other possibility is for the
phone call to be relaY<'d through II special, central station with the help
of temporary and limitlessly variable connections. This corresponds to a
conditioned rellcx. The cerehral cortex, as the organ that closes the
cOlldilioll('cl n~nex dr(,llit, plays the rol(~ of such it central station.
l11c fundamcnlal message of our analysis of the processes that
1JI111crlit, the crcntioll of signs (signalization) may be expressed hy a
more gcncrnlized form of the same metaphor. Let us take t-he ease of
tying a kllot il.'i il relllinder or drawing lots as a means of decisiollm:lking.
There is no doubt that in bolh eases a temporary conditioned connection
is formed, that is, a connl'ction of Pavlov's SCCOIH..l type. But if we wjsh
to gra.'i)l th(' essentials of wllat i.'i happening: here. we are forced to take
into eOllsidt'ratioll 1I0t only the functioll of the tc'lephonC' lIIl'dlanislll hut
also of the operator who plugged in :llIlllhus cOIlIlccleulhe Iill(~. In our
example, the cOllllcction was cstahlish('d hy the persoll who tied the
knot. This fl'atme dislin~llish('s the higher forms of hehavior from the
lower.
The in\,('lltion and use of signs as auxiliary meilns of solving a given
psychological prohll'1ll (til I"('nwmhcr, comparc sOffi(,thing, report,
choose, and so 011) is illlalogotls to the invention illld usc of tools in one
pS\'cholngical rcspect. TIl(' sign acts as all inslTum('nt of psychological
:\l:tivity ill a manner analogous 10 the role of a tool ill lahor. But this
allalogy, like' any otll('r. <lOt'S llol imply til\' idt'lIlily of Iht's(~ silllilar
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concepts. We should not expect to find many similarities with tools ill
those means of adaptation we call signs. What's morc, ill addition to the
similar and common feature sh'lrcd by the two kinds of activity, we S(~e
very essential dilIerences.
Here we want to be as precise as possible. Leaning for support on
the term's figurative meaning, some psychologists have lIsed -the word
"tool" when referring to the indirect funcl iOli of an object as the means
for accomplishing some activity. Expressions such as "the tongue is
the tool of thought" or "aides de memoire" arc llsu;ll1y bereft of any
definite content and hardly mean more than what they really arc:
simple metaphors and morc colorful ways of expressing thc fact that
certain ohjects or operations play an :1ll:-.:iJiaI'Y role in psyclloI()~i('aI
activity.
On the other hand, there have heel1 many attempts to invest such
expressions with a literal meaning, to equate the sign with the tool. 13y
erasing the fundamental distinction hetween thcm, this approach loscs
the specific characteristics of each type of activity and leav('s liS with
one general psychological form of determination. This is the position
adopted by Dewey, one of pragmatism's representatives. He ocfillcs the
tongue as the tool of tools, transposing Aristotle's definition of the human
hand to speech.
I wish it to be clear that the analogy betwecn sign ano tool that I
propose is diJTerent from either of the approaches jllst discllsseo. The
uncertain, indistinct meaning that is usually read into the figurative
usc of the word "tool" in no way cases the rcsenrcher's task. His task is
to uncover the real relationship, not the figurative one, that exists belween behavior and its auxiliary means. Should ''''e conceive of thought
or memory as being analogous to external activity? Do the "means of
activity" simply play the indefinite role of supporting the psychological
process that leans on them? What is the nature of this support? ""hat in
general docs it mean to he a "means" of thought or of memory? Psychologists who so enjoy using these fuuy e:-.:pressiolls fum ish us with 110
answer to these questions.
But the position of those psychologists who treat such expressions
literally turns out to be even fuzzier. Concepts that havc a psychological
aspcct but do not actually belong to psychology-such as "tcchnique"arc psychologized without any grounds whatsoever. Equating psychological and nonpsychological phenomena is possible ollly if one ignores
Ihe essence of each form of activity, as well as the differcnces between
their historic roles and nature. Distinctions between tools as a means of
labor, of m;lsterillg nalure, and lallgu;lge:ls a IlIC:lIlS of social illll..'rcolll"sc
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becollle dissoJvl~d in the gcncr:l! concept of nrtifncts or artificial adaptations.
\Ve seck to understand the hehavioral rolc of the sign in all its
uniqucncss. This goal has ll10tivnted ottr empiricnl studies of how both
tool and sign usc are ll1uhmIly linked and yet separate in the child's
cultural development. \Ne have mlopt('d three conditions as a starting
point for this work. The first pertains to the analogy and common points
of the two typl'~'i of activity, the secoud clarifies their basic differences,
and the third attempts to demonstrate the real psychological link existing between the one :md the other, or at least to hint at its existence.
As we have already noted, the busic analogy between sign and tool
rests on the mcuiating function that characterizes each of them. They
may, thercfore, from the psychological perspective, he SUbS\lmcd under
the smne category. \Ve can express the logical relationship between
thc usc of signs and of tools using the schema in figure 4, which shows
each concept subsumed under the more general concept of indirect
(mediated) activity.
Mediated activity

I

/"'-I I

ISign I

Tool

Figure 4
That concept, quite justly, was invested with the broadest general
meaning by Hegel, who saw in it a characteristic feature of human
reason: "Reason," he wrote, "is just as cunning as she is powerful.. Her
cunning consists principally in her mediating activity which, by causing
objects to act and react on each other in accordance with their own
nature, in this way, without any direct intcrfcrence ill thc process, carries out reasons' intentions,"! Marx cites that dcfinition when speaking of
working tools, to show that man "uses the mechanical, physical, and
chcmical properties bf objects so as to make them act as forces that affect
other objects in order to fulfill his personal goals.'>:
This analysis provides a sound basis for assigning the use of signs
to the category of mediated activity, for the essence of sign use consists
in man's affecting behavior through signs. In both cases the indirect
(mediated) fUllction comes to the forefront. 1 shall not define furtl.wr the
relation of these jointly subsumed concepts to each other, or theIr relation to the more generic concept of mediated activity. I should only

like to note that neither can, undcr any circumstance, he considered isomorphic with respect to the functions they perform, nor can they be
seen as fully exhausting the concept of mediated activity. A host of
other mediated activities might bc named; cognitive activity is not
limited to the use of tools or signs.
On the purcJy logical planc of tue relation hetwecn the two concepts, our schema represents the two mcans of adaptation as diverging
lines of medintcd activity. This divergence is the basis for our second
point. A most essential difference between sign and tool, amI the basis
for the real divergence of the two Jines, is the difrcrent ways that they
orient human behavior. TIlc tool's function is 10 serve as the conductor
of human influence on the object of activity; it is externally oriented;
it must tead to changes in objects. It is a means by which human extcrnal
activity is aimed at mastering, nnd triumphing over, nature. The sign, 011
the other hand, changes nothing in the object of a psychologic.1! opera·
tion. It is a means of intcrnal nctivity aimed at mastering oneself; the
sign is internally oriented. These activities arc so different from each
other that the nature of the means they lise C:Ulllot he the same in both
cases.
Finally, the third point pertains to the real tie between these activities and, hence, to the real tie of their development in phylo- and ontogenesis. The mastering of nature and the mastering of behavior are
mutually linked, just as man's alteration of nature alters mall'S own
nature. In phylogenesis we can reconstruct this link through fragmentary
but convincing documentary evidence, while in ontogenesis we can
trace it experimentaIIy.
One thing is already certain. Just as the first use of tools refutes the
notion that development represents the mere unfolding of the child's
organically predetermined system of activity, so the first use of signs
demonstrates that there cannot be a single organically predetermined
infernal system of activity Lhat exists for each psychologic:l] function.
TIle usc of artificial means, the transition to mediated activity, fundamcntally changes all psychological operations just as the use of tools
limitlessly broadens the range of activities within which the new
psychological functions may operate. In this conte:.:t, we can usc the
term higher psychological {unction, or higher hehavior as referring to
the combination of tool and sign in psychological activity.
Several phases in the use of sign operations have been described
thus far. In the initial phase reliance upon external signs is crucial to the
child's elrort. nut through development these operations undergo cadi·
cal changes: the entire operation of mediated activity (for exnmple,
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memorizing) begins to takc place liS a purely internal process. Parnuoxically,lale stages of Ihe child's behavior appear 10 be the same as
early stages of memorizing, which were characterized by a direct
process. The very young child does not rely upon external means; rather
he uses a "natural," "eidetic" approach, Judging only from external
appearances, it scents that the older child has simply begull to memorize
more and better; that she has somehow perfectcd ano developed her
old methods of memorizing. At the highest levels she appears to have
abandoned any reli:mcc upon signs. However, this appearance is only
illusory. Developmcnt, as often happcns, proceeds here not in a circle
but in a spiral, passing through the same point at each new revolution
while advancing to a higher level.
'We caIl the internal reconstruction of an external operation in·
tenw/izlItion. A good example of this proccss may be found in the
oevc1opm<!nt of pointing. Initially, this gesturc is nothing morc than an
unsuccessful attempt to grasp something, a movement aimed at a certain
ohject which designates forthcoming actiVity. The child attempts to
grasp an object placed bc)'olld his rench; his 1ll.U1ds, stretched toward
that object, remain poisl'd in the air. His 6ngers make grasping movcments. At this initial stage pointing is represented by the child's movement, which seems to be pointing to an object-that and nothing more,
When the Jllother comes to the child's aid and realiz.es his movemcnt indicates something, the sihllltioll chang<:5 fundamentally, Pointing
becomes a gesture for others. The child's unsuccessful attempt engenders
a reaction not from thc object he sCl'ks but from another 1,erson. Conscqucntly, the primary meaning of that unsuccessful grasping movement
is cstablished by others. Only Inter, when the child can link his unsucccssful grasping movemenl to the objective situation as a whole, does he
begin to understand this Jllowment as pointing. At this juncture thcre
occurs a change in that movement's function: from an object-oriented
Illm'ellwnt' it !Jccome's a Illovenwnt aimed nt anothcr persoll,;l means of
eSlahlishing rebtions, The gro.\ping movemenl changes to the act 01
poin/ill~, As a result of this change, the movement itself is then physicollly simplified, and what results is the form of pointing that we may
call a true geshlre. It becomcs a true gesture only after it objectively
manifests alI the functions of pointing for others and is undcrstood by
others as such a g<~sture, Its meaning and fUllctions are created :It first
by all ohjective situation and then by people who surround the child.
As the above dcscripWm of pointing illustrates, the process of
internalization consists of a series of transfonnations:
(a) An operatiol1 thal illitially represents an external activity is
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reconstructed llne! hc{!.ins to OCCllr internally, Of particular importance
to the develupment of higher mcntal processes is the transformation uf
sign~using activity, the history and characteristics of which are illustrated by the development of practical intelligence, voluntary attention,
and memory.
(b) An interpersonal process is transformed iJllo all illlrapersonal
One. Every fUhctioll in the child's cultural developmclit appears twice;
first. on the social level, and later, on the individual level; first, heta:een
people (interpsychological), and then inside thc child (intrapsycllOlogical), This npplies equally to voluntary attcntion, to logical memory, and
to the fonnation of concepts. All thc highcr fundions originate ns actllal
relations between human individuals.
(c) The transformation of an interpersonal process ill to an illirapersonal One is the result of a IO'lg series of developmental events. Thc
process being transformed continues to cxist and to changc a~ an e:\!nllal
form of activity for a long time before definitively turning illward. For
many functions, the stage of external signs lasts forever, that is, it is their
final stage of development. Other functions develop further nnd gnlduaHy become inner functions, However, thcy takc on the character of
inner processes only asa result of a prolonged development. Their
transfer inward is linked with changes in the laws governing their ac·
tivity; they are incorporated into a new system with its Own laws,
The intemaIization of cultural forms of bchnvior involves the reconstruction of psychological activity on the basis of sign opcrations.
Psychological processes as they appear ill animals actually ccnse to exist;
they are incorporated into this system of behavior and nrc culturally
reconstituted and developed to form a new psychological entity. The
use of external signs is also radically reconstructed, The developmental
changes in sign operations are akin to those that occur ill language.
Aspects of external or communicative specch as weU as egocentric
speech turn "illward" to bccome the hasis of inner ~pccch.
The internalization of socially rooted and historically developed activities is the distinguishing feature of human psychology, the basis of
the qualitative lenp from animal to human psychology. As yet, the
barest oulline of this process is known.

•

6
Interaction between
Learning and Development

The problems encountered in the psychological analysis of teaching
cannot be correctly resolved or even formulated without addressing the
relation between learning and development in school-age children. Yet
it is the most unclear of all the hasic issues 011 which thcapplicatioll of
child development theories to educational processes depends. Needless
to say, the lack of theoretical clarity docs not mean that the issue is
removed altogether from current research clforts into learning; not one
study can avoid this central theoretical issue. But the relation between
learning and development remains methodologically unclear because
COncrete research studies have embodied theoretically vague, critically
uDevaluated, and sometimes intemally contradictory postulates, premises, and peculiar solutions to the problem of this fundamental relationship; and these, of course, result in a variety of errors.
Essentially, all current conceptions of the relation between development and learning in children can be reduced to three major theoretical
positions.
The Rrst centers on the assumption that processes of child development are independent of learning. Learning is considered a purely
external process that is not actively involved in development. It merely
utilizes the achievements of development rather than providing an
impetus for modifying its course.
In experimental investigations of the development of thinking in
school children, it has been assumed that processes such as deduction
and understanding, evolution of notions about the world, interpretation
of physical causality. and mastery of logical forms of thought and abstract logic an occur by themselves, without any influence from school
79
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le'lrning:. All example of such "theory is l'iaget's extremely cOlllpl(~x and
interesting theon-tical principles, which also ShllpC the l'xperimental
mclhouology he employs. The 11uestions Piagct lIses in the course of his
"clinical conversations" with children clearly illustrate his approach.
When a five-year-old is i\skecl "why doesn't the sun fall?" it is assumed
th,lf the child has neither a ready answer for such a question nor the
general capahiJilics for gcnerating olle. l1w point of asking question.s
thilt are so far beyond the rCilch of the child's il1tellectual skills is to
eliminate the influence of previous experience (lnd knowledge. The
experimenter seeks to obtain the tcudcncies of children's thinking in
"pure" form, entirely independent of learning. '
Similarly, the classics of psychological literature, such as the works
by Dinet am] others, assume that development is always a prerequisite
for learning am] that if ~l child's lIlental functions (intdlcctual operations)
have not matured to the extent tlmthe is capable of learning n particular
subject, then no instruction will prove useful. They especially feared
premature instmction, the teaching of a subject before the child was
ready for it.
effort was concentrated on finding the lower threshold of
lcarning ability, the age at which a pnrticulnl' kiml of knrning: first
becomes possible.
Because this :lpproach is hased on the premise that learning trails
]>chilld dcvelopment, that development always oufnlllS learning, it
precludes the notion that learning may playa role in thc course of thc
development or m:itunltion of those functions activated in the course of
learning. Developmcnt Of maturatioll is viewed ns a pn.~condition of
learning but never the result of it. To summarize this position: Learning
forms a superstructure over development, leaving the latter essentially

An

unaltered.
The second major theoretical position is that learning is development. This identity is the essence of a group of theories that are quite
diverse in origin.
One such theory is hased 011 the concept of reflex, an essentially
old notion that has heen extensively revived recently. 'Whelher reading,
writing, or arilhmclicis bdng considered, dcvdopmcnt is vicwed liS the
mllstery of conditioned reflexes; that is, the process of learning is completely and illseparably bJelH.led with the process of development. TIlis
notion was elaborated by Jumes, who reduced the learning process to
habit formation nud identified the lcarning process with development.
Helll':>; theories have: :It least olle thing ill cfUlllllOll with tlwories
sHeh as Piagel's: in both, development is conceivcd of as thc elaboratioll
and substitutiun of innate responses. As James expressed it, "Education,
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in SllOJt, canllot he hencr described than by calling it tIll: orga1lizatioli
of acquired habits of conduct and tcndencies to hehavior:'z Development itself is n:ducetl prilnarily to the accumulatioJl of all possible
responses. Any :lcquired response is considered either a more complex
form of or a substitute for the inllate response.
But despite the similarity between the first and second theoreticHI
positions, there is a major dilrcn~lIce in their assumptiolls ahout the'
temporal relationship between learning and developmental proCt'SSCS.
Theorists who hold the first view assert that developmcntal cycles precede learning cycles; maturation precedes learning and i1l.o;lruction must
lag behind mental growth. For the second group of theorists, both
processcs occur simultaneously; learning and developmellt coincidc at
all points in the same way thllt two identical geometricnll1gures coincide
whcn superimposcd.
.
The third thcoretical position 011 the rclation betwcen learning and
dcvelopment attempts to ovcrcome the cxtremes of Ilw other two hy
simply combining them. A clear example of this approach is KoIfka's
theory, in which development is based 011 two inherently different but
related processes, cach of which inlluences fhe othcr.~ 011 the olle hand
is maturation, which depends directly on tllc development of the nervous
system; oil the other hand is learning, which itself is also a dc\'elopmental
process.
Three aspects of this theory are new. First, as we alreadv 11oted, is
the combination of two seemingly opposite vicwpoints, cad; of which
has been encountered separately in the history of science. The very fact
that these two viewpoints WIl he com hi ned into one theory indicates
that they arc not opposing and mutually cxclusive but hn\'c something
essential in common. Also new is the jdea that the two processes that
make up development :ire mutually dcpendent and intcractivC'. Of
course, the nature of the interaction is left virtually unexplored in
KoUka's work, which is limited solely to very general remarks regarding
the relation betwecn these two processes. It is clear fllat for Kotrka the
process of IlUltllratioll prepares and makes possible a sJlecific prm;e.<;s of
learning. The learning process [!Iell stilllulatcs :Il1d pllshl'S forn';lI"(lthe
matumtioll process. The third aud lllml ililportall{ Ill'W ilslwd of fhis
Ilwory is the expanded role it ascribt~s 10 leaming ill c11i1d <!('velo!lltll'lIl.
This emphasis leads us directly to an old pedagogical problem, that of
formal discipline and the problem of trilllsfC'r.
P<:dagogicalllllwl'lllcnls Illalll;lv(~ ('lliphasized f(lrlll:ll di.,ciplit\l~ ilnd
mgcd the twching of c1assieal 11111gllages, aneient cI\'ilizations, and
malhcmatics have i1sslIllled that H'gardll'ss of the irrt'levanec of tllest'
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same way, speed and accuracy in adding numbers arc cntirely unrcl'lted
to specd and accuracy in heing ahlc to think up antonyms.
This research shows that thc mind is not a complex lid work of
general capabilities such as observation, attcntion, mcmory, judgment,
and so forth, but a set of specific capabilities, cach of which is, to some
extcnt, independent of the others and is developed independently.
Learning is lllore than tll(~ .wquisition of the ability to think; it is llw
acquisition of many specialized abilities for thinking about a variety of
things. Learning does not alter our overall ability to focus attcntion hut
rather develops various abilities to focus attention on a variety of things.
According to this view, special training aJTeets overall development only
when its clements, material, :md processcs are similar across specific
domains; habit govems us. This leatls to the conclusion that because
each activity depends on the material with which it operates, the
c..lcvelopmcllt of consciousness is thc developmcllt of a sct of particular,
independcnt capabilities or of a set of particular h~lbits. Impl'Ovcmcnt
of one fUllctioll of cOlIseiollSIU'SS or one aspcct of it ... activity call affed
the c..leveJopment of another only to the extent that thcre arc elcments
common to both functions or aetivitics.
Developmental theorists such as Kofika and the Gestalt School-who
hold to the third theoretical position outlined earlier-oppose Thorndike's point of view. They assert that the influence of learning is never
specific. From their study of structural principles, they argue tllat the
ICilrning process can nevcr he reduced simply to the formation of skills
but embodies an inteIlectual order that makes it possible to transfer
general principles discovered in solving onc task to a varicty of other
tasks. From this point of view, the child, while learning a particular
opcration, acquires the ability to create structures of a certain typc,
regardlcss of the diverse matcrials with which she is working and rcgardless of the particular clements involvcd. Thus, KOJlK:I docs not conceive
of learning as limited to a process of Jlahit and skill aCfluisition. The
relationship he posits between learning and devclopment is lIot that of
an iclclltity but of a more complex rcJ:ltionship. According to Thorndih',
learning anu. development coincide at all points, but for KolTkol, development is always a larger sct than learning. Schematically, the relationship
hetweell the two processes could be depicted by two concentric circles,
the smaIJer syrnbolizillg thc learning process and the hUgCT the developmental process evoked by learning.
Once a child hns Icarned to perform an operation, he thus ,Issimilates
some structural principle whose sphere of application is other than just

particular subjects for daily living, they were of the greatest value for
the pupil's l1lent~1 development. A varicty of studies have catJed into
question the soundness uf this idea. It h,IS becn shown that Icawing in
one area has very little inlluence on overall development. For example,
reflex theorists Woodworth and Thorndike found that adults who, after
special exercises, had achieved considerable success in determining the
length of short lim's, had m:ule virtually 110 progress in their ahility to
detennine the length of long lines. These same adults were successfully
trained to estimate the size of a given two~dimensionaI figure, but this
tmining did not make them successful in estimating the size of a series
of other two-dimensiomd ligurcs of various sizes and shapes.
According to Thorndike, theoreticians in psychology and education
believe that evcry particular response acquisition directly enhances
ovcrall ahility in ef]lIal measure.· Teachers believed and acted on the
hasis of the thcnry lhat thc mind is a complex of abilities-powers of
observation, attention, mcmory, thinking, and so forth-and that any
impnlvcll1cllt ill allY specific ability results ill a gelleral improveillent ill
all abilities. According to this theory, if the student incrc.Iscd the attcntion he paid to Latin grnmmar, he would increase his abilities to focus
attention on any task. The words "accuracy," "quick-wittedncss," "ability
to rC<lson," "memory," "power of observation," "attention," "concentration," and so forth are said to denote actual fundamclltnl capabilitics
that vary in aecordancc with themateriaI with which thcy operate; these
b'.lsie 'lbilities are subst:lIl1iaily modified by studying particular subjects,
and they retain these modifications when they turn to other areas. Therefore, if someonc learns to do any single thing well, he will also be able
to do other entirely unrelated things well as a result of somc secret
connection. It is assumed that mcntal capabilities function indepcndClltly of the material witlI which thcy operate, and th.It the dcvelopmmll
of olle ahility ('IlInils the tkVelOPllWllt of others.
Thorndike himself opposed this point of view. Through a variety of
studies hc showed that particlIhu forms of activity, such as spelling,
are dependent all the mastery of specilic skills and material necessnry for
the performance of that particular task. TIle dcvelopment of one particular capability seldom means the development o~ others, Thorndi~c
Mglleu. that specialization of abilitics is cycn greater thi..lll superfiCIal
t>hsCrVi.ltioll may indicate. For example, if, Ollt of a hundred individuals
we choose ten who display the ability to detect spelling errors or to
IlleasmC lengths, it is unlikely thatlhesc ten will display hctter ahiliti('s
reg'lTding, for example, the estimation of the weight of ohjects. In the
~:
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the operalions of the type on whose hasis the principle was assimilated.
Consequently, in making one step in learning, a child makes two steps in
development, that is, learning and development do not coincide. This
concept is the esscntial aspect of the third group of theories we have
discussed.

ZONE OF PIIOXIMAL DEVELOPMENT,
A NEW APPIIOACH
Although we reject all three theoretical positions discussed above,
analyzing them leads us to a more adequate view of the relation between
learning and development. The question to be framed in arriving at a
solution to this problem is complex. It consists of two separate issues:
first, the general relation between learning and development; and
second, thc specific features of this relationship when children reach
school age.
.
That children's learning begins long before they attend school is
the starting point of this discussion. Any learning a child encounters in
school always has a previous history. For example, children begin to
study arithmetic in school, but long beforehand they have had some
experience with quantity-they have had to deal with operations of
division, addition, subtraction, and determination of size. Consequently,
children have their own preschool arithmetic, which only myopic
psychologists could ignore.
It goes without saying that learning as it occurs in the preschool
yenrs differs markedly from school learning. which is concerned with the
assimilation of the fundamentals of scientific knowledge. But even when,
in the period of her first questions, a child assimilates the names of
objects in her environment, she is learning. Indeed, cnn it be doubted
that children learn speech from adults; or thnt, through asking questions
and giving answers, children acquire n variety of infOlmation; or that,
through imitating adults and through being instructed ahout how to
act, childrcn devclop an cntire repository of skills? Learning and development arc interrelated from the child's very first day of life.
!\:o/fka, a(lclllplillg to clarify thl' laws "I' c!lihl I(~al"llillg and llwir
relation to mClltnl development, concentrates his attention on the simplest learning processes. those thnt occur in the preschool years. His error
is that, while seeing a similarity between preschool and school learning,
he fnils to discern the difference-he does not see the specifically new
elemcnts that school learning introduces. lIe and others assume that
the difference between preschool and school learning consists of nOll-

systematic learning in one casc and systemntic learning in the other.
But "systematicness·' is not the only issue; there is also the fact that
school learning inh'oduces something fundamental1y new into the child's
development. In order to elaborate the dimensions of school learning, we
wiIJ describe a new and exceptionally important concept without which
the issue cannot be resolved: the ;t,one of proximal cJevelopment.
A weIJ known ,lIld (~llIpiric:llly estahlished fact is that ll':ll"lling
should be matched in some manner with the child's developmcntal Icvel.
For example, it has been established that the tcaching of reading, writing, and arithmetic should be initiated at a specific age level. Only
recently, however, hns attention uecn directed to the fact that we cannot
limit ourselves merely to determining deveJopmentallevels if we wish to
discover the actual relutions of the developmental process to learning
capabilities. We must detennine at least two developmentnl levels.
TIle first level can be called the actual develo1mumtal.level, that is,
the level of development of n child's mentnl functions that hns been
established as a result of certain already completed developmental
cycles. When we determine a child's mental age by using tests, we arc
almost always dealing with the actual developmental level. In studies
of childreu·s mental development it is generally assumed that only those
things that children can do on their own are indicative of mental abilities.
We give children a battery of tests or a variety of tasks of varying
degrees of difficulty, and we judge the extent of their mentnl development on the basis of how they solve them and at what Icvel of difficulty.
On the other hand, if we olTer leading qucstions or show how the problem
is to be solved nnd the child then solves it, or if the teacher initiates
the solution and ,the child completes it or solves it in collaborntion with
other children-in short, if the child bnrely misses an independent
solution of the problem-the solution is not regarded as indicative of his
mental development. This "truth" was famiIinr and reinforced by common sense. Over a decade even the profoundest thinkers never CJ.uestioned th.e assumptioll; they never cntcrtained the notion that what
children can do with the assistance of others might bc ill SOJlle scnse
even more indicative of their mental development than what thcy can
do alone.
Let us take a simple eX:Ullple. Suppose I invcstigalc two children
upon entrance into school, both of whom are ten years old chronologically and eight years old in tenns of mental development. Can I say that
they are the same age mentaJIy? Of course. What does this mean? It
means that they can independently deaJ with tasks up to the degree of
difficulty that has been standardized for the cight-yel.1l·~old level. If I
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stop at this point, people would imagine that the subsequent course of
mental development and of school learning for these children wiIJ be
the same, because it depends on their intellect. Of course, there may be
other factors, for example, if one child was sick for half a year while
the other WllS never absent from school; hut generally speaking, the {;lte
of these children should be the same. Now imagine that I do not
(('rmina/<' lily sludy al Ihis point, Imt ollly hc'gill it. TIII'sc' ehilc1n'll Sl'CIII
to he: capahlc ()f handling: prohlems up to an cight-ycar-old's level, hut
1I0t beyoud lhat. Suppose that I show (hl~1l1 various ways of dealing with
the problcm. Different experinwnlers might cmploy differcnt modes of
demonstratioJl iJl diJ[crcnt cascs: somc might rUIl through all ent ire dcmonstratioll and :lsk the childrcn to repeat it, others might initiate the
solution :lIulask tIll! child 10 fillish ii, or (llrer lcnding CjuestiollS. III short,
ill some way or another J propose that the childrcn solve the problem
\\rith Illy assistance. Undcr (hese circulIlstallces i( turns out that the first
child call deal with prohlcms up to n twclve·year-old's level, the second
lip to a lIille~y(,i1r-nld's. NOW,;II"e these cllildrell menially tlw s;unc?
\Vhcll it W<lS first showlI (hat the capability of childrcn with equal
kvds or n1l'nlal d(,\,(,lollllH'1l1 10 I('am 1I11(1c'r :I kache ..'s ~lliclallC{'
v'lricd to a high degree, it hccamc ilpparcnt llwt those childrcn w~re not
mentnJly the same age nnd that the subscquent course of their lC:lrninp:
would obviously he different'. This uHrcrcllce betwccn twelve :lIld eight,
or helwcen nille and eight, is what wc call the zOlJe of proximal develop~
ment. It is the clistQlllCe between the actual developmental level as clcter/nilled bU inclependefll prohlem salvin/!, and the level of potential
developmellt as deterlllilled throu;!,h problem solving uncler adult
guiclance or in collaboralion tcith more capable peers.
If we naively ask what thc actual dcvelopmental lc\'el is, or, to put it
morc simply, what more independent problem solving rcve:J.ls, the most
common answcr would he Ihat a child's achml devclopmcntal Jevel
dcfilles functions that ha\'(' :drcady maturcd, tImt is, the end products of
devcJopmcnt. If a child t:an do such-and~such independently, it means
that th(~ functions for sueh-'lI1d-such have matured in her. What, then,
is (l('flllcd hv thl' zOlle of r)roxilllal devdopnwlll,:ls cklnmillcd through
problems lI~at children t:allllot solvc indepcndently out Dilly with ilSsist;IIICC? 11)(,. ZOJl(~ of pnlxim;J! d(:vc!opnwnt defines those functions that
havc lIot yet maturcu but arc ill the process of maturatioll, fUllctions th;}t
will mature tomorrow but are currently in an emhryonic st:lte. These
functions conld he termed the "buds" Of "Howers" of developmcnt
rather than the "fruits" of developmcnt. The actual dcvclopmental level
characterizes mental dcvelopmcnt retrospectively, while the zone of

proximal development characterizes mental development prospectively.
The zone of proximal development furnishes psychologists and
educators with a tool through which the "internal COUfse of development
can be understood. By using this method we can take account of not
only the cycles and maturation processes that have already been completed but also those processes that are currently in a state of fonnalioll,
that arc just heginning 10 lIIalure and develop. Thus, the zOlle of proXilll;l}
development permits us to delineate the child's immcdiate flltmc and his
uynamic developmcntaJ stilte, allowing not only for what nlrcady has
been achieved dcvelopmentally hut also for whal is ill Ihe course of
maturillg. The twu children in our example displaycd the same IIIl'lltal
age from the viewpoint of developmcntal cycles already completed, hut
the developmcntal dyll:unic.<:: of Ilw two were enlirely clilft'wnt. The
state of a child's mcnt:ll development can be determined only by clarifying its two levels: thc actual developmental lcvel nnd Ihe zOlle of
proximal development.
I will discuss one study of preschool dlildrcJI to demonstr,}if' lhat
what is in the zone of proximal development· today will be the actual
developnwlltal level lomorrow-Ihat is, what a chiltl cau do wilh :IS~
sishlllce today she will be able to do by herself tomorrow.
The American researcher Dorothea McCarthy showed that among
children between the ages of three and five there are two groups of
functions: those the children already possess, and those they can perform
under guidance. in groups, and in collaboration with onc another but
which they have not mastered independently. McCarthy's study demonstrated that this second group of functions is at the actual devclopmcntallevel of Rve·to-seven-year-oJds. What her subjects could do only
under guidance, in collaboration, and in groups at the age of three·to-fivc
ycars they could do independently when they rcached the age of nve-toseven years. s Thus, if we were to determine only mentnl age-thllt is.
only functiolls that have mnturcd-we would have but :I summary of
completed development. while if we uetermine the matudng fUJlctions,
we can predict what wiH happen to these children between nvc and
seven, provided the same devdoplllclltnl COllditiolls aTC mailliaillcd. 111C
ZOIlC of proximal development can becomc a powerful concept ill developmental research, one that can markedly cnhance the effectivcllcss
and utility of the application of diagnostics of mental development to
educational problems.
A fun understanding of the concept of the zone of proximal
development must result in reevaluation of the role of imitation in learning. An unshakable tenet of classical psychology is that only the inde-
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pendellt activity of children, not their imitative activity, indicates their
level of mcntal development. This view is expressed in all current
testing systems. In evaluating mental development, consideration is
given to only those solutions to test problems which the child reaches
without the assistance of others, without demonstrations, and without
leading qucstions. Imitatioll ilIlll learning are thought of as purely
mec1mnical processes. Bllt rC'cently psychologists have shown that a
person can imitate only that which is withill hcr dcvclopl1lcllt~ll levcl.
For example', if a child is having difficulty with a prohlem in arithmetic
alill the Ic.lchcr solves it Oil the blackboard, the child may grasp the
solution in an instant. ]Jut if the teacher were to solve a problem in
higher mathematics, the child would not be able to understand the
solution no matter how many times she imitated it.
Animal psychologists, and in particular Kohler, have dealt with this
question of imitation quite well. a Kohler's experiments' sought to deter·
mine whether prim.ltes arc capable of graphic thought. The principal
question WitS whether primates solved problems indepclltlently or
whdhl'r they merely imit:tled solutions they had seen performed earlier,
for example, watching other animals or humans use sticks and other
tool::; and then imitating them. Kohler's special experiments, designed
to determine what primates (.'ould imitate, reveal that primates can use
imitation to solve only those problems that are of the same degrce of
difficulty ns those they call solve alone. However, Kohler failed to take
account of an important fact, namely, that primates cannot he tnught (in
the human sense of the word) through imitation, nor can their intellect
be developed, because they have nO zOlle of proximal development. A
primate can learn a great deal through training by using its mechanical
and mental skills, hut it cannot be made more intelligent, that is, it
cannot be taught to solve a variety of more advanced problems inde·
pendently. For this reason animals arc incapable of JearniJ~g in t~lC
human S('IlSe or the (crill; hllll/f/ll lt~(/",ing lJrc~w""oSf.!S a speCific socwl
nature and (lprocess by which childrell grolV into the illtellecluallifc of
those around them.
Children can imitate a variety of actions that go weIl beyond the
limits of thcir Own capabilities. Using imitation, childrcn arc capable
of doing much more in coJleetive activity or under the guidance of
adults. This fact, which seems to be of little significance in itself, is of
fundamcntnl importance in that it demnllds n radical alteration of the
cntire doctrine concerning the relation hctween Icarning and develop·
ment in children. One direct consequence is a change in conclusions that
may be drawn from diagnostic tests of development.

FDrmerly, it was believed that by using tests, we detcrmine the
mental developmcnt level with which education should reckon and
whose limits it should not exceed. This procedure oriented learning
toward yesterday's development, toward developmental !itages already
completed. The error of this view was discDvered carlier in practice
than in theory. It is demonstrated most clearly in the teaching of
mentaJly retarded children. Studic!i have established that mcntn lJy
retarded children are not very ('apable of ahstract thinking. From this
the pedagogy of the special school drew the sccmingly correct conclusion that all teaching of such children should be based Oil thc
usc of concrete, Iook·aml·do methods. AmI yet a considerablc amount
of experience with this method resulted in profound disillusionmcnt.
It turned Dut that a teaching system based solely on concretcncssone that eliminated from teaching everything associated with abstract
thinking-not only failed to help retarded children overcome their
innate handic.'lps but also reinforced thcir handicaps by accustoming
children exclusively to concrete thinkin~ and thus sllppressin~ (he
rudiments of any abstract thought that such children still have. Precisely becausc retarded children, whcn left to themselves, will never
achieve well-elaborated forms of abstmct thought, the school should
make every eIfort to push them in that direction and to develop in
them what is intrinsically lacking in their own development. In the
current practices of special schools for rctarded children, we can observe a bcneficial shift away from this concept of concreteness, one that
restores look· and-do methods to their proper role. Concreteness is nOw
seen as necessary and unavoidable only as n stepping stOlle for developing abstract thinking-as a means, not as an end in itself.
Similarly, in normal children, learning which is oriented toward de·
velopmental levels that have already been reached is illcITcctive from
the viewpoint of a child's overall development. It docs not aim for
a new stage of thc developmental process but rather Ings behind this
process. Thus, the notion of 11 zone of pro.,imal dcvcloplllCllt elm hies us
to propound a new formula, namely that the only "good learning" is
that which is in advance of development.
Thc acquisition of language can provide a paradigm for the elltire
problem of the relation betwecn Jearningand development. Lnnguage
arises initiaIIy as a means of communication between the child and the
people in his environment. Only subsequently, upon conversion to
internal speech, does ,it come to organize the child's thought, that is,
become an internal mental function. Pinget and others have shown
that reasoning occurs in a children's group as an argument intended
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to prove one's own point of view before it occurs as all internal activity
whosc distinctive feature i.s that the child begills to perceive and check
the basis of his thoughts. Such observations prompted Piaget to conclude that communication produces the nced for checking and confirming thoughts, a process that is characteristic of adult thought.! In the
same way that internal speech <tnd reflective thought arise from tlle
interactions hetween the child ~lI1d p(~rsol1s in her environment, thes(..'
interactions provide the source of development of a child's voluntary
huilOlvior. Piagct has showlI tllat cooperation provides tile basis for the
development of a child's moral judgment. Earlier research established
that a chiJd first becomes able to subordinate her behavior to rules in
group play and only later does voluntary self-regulation of behavior
arise as an internal function.
These individual examples illustrate a general developmental law
for the higher mental functions that we feel can be applied in its entirety to childrcn's learning processes. We propose that an essential
feature of leaming is that it creates the zone of proximal deYelQpment;
that is, 1(~arnillg ll\vakclls a variet of intcrnal de:velo rncnl:,1 )r
1:1 :I·C:I j c to 0pc~ only when tIle child is interactiJ~,g with R£o.n1c
his envirollmcnt and in coopenttion with his peers. Once these r<)ccs~~s _arc !Ilternahzcd._ thITJi~f(_mlC-:pl!.rJ_L!J-q _~hiJd's...bldependent
developmcntal achievement.
From---th[Oi p;;j,~i·-of' v~ie-,-v-. 'Ie-.-rning is not development; however,
properly orgaJliz(~d le:mling results ill Illent:i1 developmcllt and sds ill
Inotion a variety _of developmental processes that wou!d be impossible
apart from IC~\fning. Thus, learning is a necessary and universal aspect
of the process of developing culturally organized. specifically hum31l,
psycholllgical functions.
To StlllllllariZ(', the most essl'ntial feature of our hypothesis is lh(~
notion that developmental processes do not coincide with learning
proccsscs. Bather, the developmental process Jugs behind the teaming
process; this sequcnce then results in zones of proximal development.
Our anal)'sis alters the traditional view that at the moment a child
assimilates the meaning of a word, or masters an operation such as
addition or written language, her developmental processes are basically
completed. In fact, they have only just begun at that moment. The
major cons('quellcc of analyzing the educational process in this manner
is to show that the initial nKlstery of, for example, the four arithmetic
operations provides the basis for the subsequent development of a
v:uicty of highly complex internal processes in children's thinking.
Our hypothesis establishes the unity but not the identity of learning
~
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processcs :1lld internal developmelltal processes. It presupposes that the
one is converted into til(' other. Therefore, it beeolllt's all imporlaut COIIcern of psychological research to show how external knowlcd!,W ,,"d
abilities in children become internalized.
Any investigation explores some sphere of rcality. An aim of the
psychological analysis of development is to deserihe the internal relations of the intellectual proC('ssC's awakell('d hy school Icarlling. III lhi.o;
respect, such analysis wiIJ he directed inward and is analogous to th(~
use x-nIYs. If successful, it should reveal tn the tcadler how developmental processes stimulated by the course of schoolleaming are cnrried
through inside the head of each individual child. The revelation of this
internal, subterranean developmental network of school suhjects is a task
of primary importance for psychological and educational nnal)'sis.
A second essential feature of our hypothesis is the notion that,
although learning is directly related to the course of child development,
the two are never accomplished in C(IUal measure or in parallel. Development in children never follows school learning the way a shadow
folJows the object that casts it. In actuality, there are highl}' complex
dyn.1lnic rcl'ltioliS between dcvc!Oplllcll(al and learning processes that
cannot be encompassed hy;1Il unchangillg hypothetical fonllubtion.
Ench school suhjcet Ims its OW'll specific relation to the course of
child development, a relation that varies as the child goes from one
stage to another. This leads us directly Lo a reexamination of the problem of formal discipline, that is, to thc significance of each particular
subject from the viewpoint of overallmclIlal developmcnt. Clearly, the
problem cannot be solved by using any onc formula; extcnsive amI
highly diverse conCrete research bas('d on thc concept of the zone of
proximal development is necessalY to resolve the issue.
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